
PrivateServer - 14.1.4835

Release Notes

New features

[PS-1471] - Masked CDR
[PS-1552] - Support data masking for secure messages
[PS-1472] - Configurable privacy settings
[PS-1494] - Security Information and Event Management support
[PS-1506] - ArcSight support for SIEM
[PS-1507] - Improved Keypair management
[PS-1597] - Evolve 3 way calls in conference calls

Improvements

 

[PS-1040] - No way back from the "SMS Gateway" configuration page
[PS-1454] - Log UserAgent in web session log
[PS-1462] - Remove dependency on nagios
[PS-1477] - Mark mandatory fields in group/account/confroom editing forms
[PS-1479] - Let ROLE__RIGHT_VOIPACCOUNT_RO view install/activation messages
[PS-1482] - Disable MySQL authentication for local user
[PS-1512] - Improved CDR reporting CANCEL cause for canceled calls
[PS-1518] - Transfer and add user can be repeated if the fails
[PS-1525] - Move server instance specific configuration to a dedicated directory
[PS-1548] - Removed warning during upgrade
[PS-1569] - Page reporting unauthorized access is cleaner and less cluttered
[PS-1570] - Increase default number of item shown in lists pages
[PS-1583] - Update pre-existing messages according to privacy policy changes

 

Fixed Bugs

[PS-1405] - It is possible to create 2 conference rooms having the same Conf Name
[PS-1455] - Web session logout timeout is not logged in web session
[PS-1465] - Older messages are not expired and remains in message queue if recipient is offline
[PS-1468] - SIP session acount link points to "edit account" instead of "account details"
[PS-1476] - Privateserver update process warns about a syntax error in iptables script
[PS-1480] - Ordering activation messages list by "consumed" fields generates a internal error
[PS-1510] - On every bootstrap, an audit log traces dummy changes in asterisk settings and brand settings
[PS-1511] - CDR issues on reporting Hangup codes, 3-Way callings and Transferred ones
[PS-1513] - Call transfer problem in snom
[PS-1543] - Asterisk update does not restart service
[PS-1546] - Provisioning profile set History log size to 50 is sending 100
[PS-1549] - Account link to account in message list point to a broken link
[PS-1562] - "restart service asterisk" triggers an uncaught exception
[PS-1582] - Monitoring packages are not updated on new upgrades

 

Updates impact

Here are the impacts upon the update process:

from 14.0.4559:

Web console will be restarted, interrupting services: 
web console
presence
secure messaging system

VoIP service will be restarted, interrupting service:
secure call
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